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Charging ahead? 
India’s electric car 
revolution faces bumps

Paritosh Mitra, who drives a motorized rickshaw in
Delhi, knows what he wants next and has saved
100,000 rupees ($1,390) to get it: an electric

rickshaw. But he won’t buy one until it comes with all
the basic features that he needs as a commercial driver.
That includes a top speed of at least 40 km per hour
and convenient recharging. “There are the e-rickshaws
plying the streets now but they are battery operated
and have very little speed, so it is of no use to us,”
Mitra said.

“Also, they need six hours to charge the battery at
home and with that they can only move about 50 kms,
whereas we need to move up to 150 kms per day,” he
told the Thomson Reuters Foundation. “We need
charging points where machines can be charged in 15
minutes.” He’s persuaded electric vehicles will cost less
to run than using the current diesel or compressed nat-
ural gas as fuel - but he’s not making the switch just yet.

India’s government is pushing hard for a conversion
to electric vehicles, to combat worsening pollution in
cities and meet the country’s commitment to cut its cli-
mate changing emissions. The nation’s transport minis-
ter in 2017 called for a full switch to electric vehicles
by 2030 - something auto manufacturers have protest-
ed as too difficult, though the announcement also has
ignited a rush to manufacturing everything from elec-
tric motorcycles to cars.

Last month, in the face of a backlash by Indian
automotive giants, a government think tank indicated
the electric vehicle switch may focus first on two-
wheeled vehicles and motorized rickshaws, with a
potential deadline as early as 2023. The country’s
transport minister also has suggested India may con-
sider creating new highways reserved only for electric
vehicles. Still, for now, the road to a rapid switch to
electric vehicles remains a bumpy one.

Huge market
Among those most interested in new electric vehi-

cles are drivers of Delhi’s ubiquitous motorized rick-
shaws, who hope the new vehicles could help them
avoid rising fuel prices. Families worried about air pol-
lution - India has 15 of the most polluted cities in the
world, including New Delhi - also are looking for alter-
natives. And foreign automobile and tech companies
see India’s more than a billion people as a potentially
huge market for electric vehicles, charging stations,
batteries and other tech needed for an electric vehicle
future. South Korea’s Hyundai Motor Company, for
instance, committed $250 million last December to
build electric vehicles such as its Kona subcompact
SUV in India over the next three years.

But some of India’s own auto manufacturing giants
are worried about the switch. In July, India’s govern-
ment announced a tax revamp that would cut the cost
of electric vehicles between 5% and 12%, and offer tax
incentives for companies that install charging stations.
Some of the country’s auto industry leaders quickly led
a delegation to the finance ministry to ask that the
changes be rolled back, or that all vehicles be given the
same break.

With buyers anticipating that electric vehicles will
be mandatory, they said, their sales are slumping, with
traditional fuel passenger car sales down 35% in July
compared to a year ago. That slowdown has meant the
loss of 230,000 jobs, according to data from the
Society of Indian Automobile Manufacturers. But the
government said it had no plans to reduce taxes for
traditional vehicles, fearing other big Indian industries
could then ask for similar breaks.

For now, a few early electric vehicles are appearing
on Delhi’s streets, mainly small electric cars with space
for a driver and one passenger. Satish Gupta, a retired
marketing executive, drives one of them and said it
suits his lifestyle - but would not work for everyone.
The vehicle is “much slower,” he said. “I can afford this
because we are retired and this is perfect for me and
my wife visiting friends.” “But for my son with a family
of four, this is of no use. They need a conventional
motor car,” said Gupta lives in Noida, a tree-lined
satellite city of New Delhi.

Charging up
For potential electric vehicle users, one of the

biggest challenges is recharging points. In 2018, the
Ministry of Power set up processes for installing
charging stations but only a few are yet in place in the
greater Delhi area, which has well over 20 million peo-
ple. According to the website of Tata Power - an arm
of Tata Group - the company plans to install some
charging infrastructure in Mumbai and Delhi but only
for its own vehicles. Japan’s Okiniwa Autotech, which
manufactures electric motorcycles, similarly notes on
its website that it is willing to set up a network of
charging points, but only for its motorbikes. — Reuters

Gary Kelly and Bruce Munro, reforming drug users
from Glasgow, count themselves lucky. They have
survived the kind of lethal addictions to substances

that have left Scotland with the highest drug-related death
rate in the European Union, according to official Scottish
statistics. And both are now in a rehabilitation program at
a residential clinic paid for by local authorities that they
hope will turn around, and even save, their lives. “I’ll die if I
go out there and I’m not ready,” said Kelly, 46, a dad-of-
two who has worked most of his adult life in construction
but slowly succumbed to an alcohol, cocaine and opioids
addiction.

Munro, 45, also a father-of-two, now estranged from
his family, developed a heroin addiction while serving a
10-year prison sentence for armed robbery. Eventually
becoming homeless after his release and addicted to other
drugs, he said he nearly died from several overdoses and
knows at least a dozen people who have lost their lives to
drugs in the last year.

“They were at their rock bottom, reaching out for help,
and they just never got help in time,” he said, sitting in the
rehab centre’s hotel-like sitting room. After years of
British government-led austerity cuts to services as well
as cheap new cocktails of drugs increasingly prevalent,
Munro thinks the situation may get worse still. “I don’t
even think it’s reached its peak yet... There’s going to be
many more deaths.”

‘Trainspotting generation’ 
Glasgow, Scotland’s biggest city, is the epicentre of a

substance abuse crisis, which saw an unprecedented 1,187
drug-related deaths last year across the nation of 5.4 mil-
lion people, according to the National Records of Scotland
office, which said the rate was the EU’s highest.

Figures for England and Wales released last month by

Britain’s Office of National Statistics show drug deaths
there have also reached record levels. The Scottish rates-
which have nearly doubled over four years-appear on a
par with the United States, where the level of deaths from
opioids has been declared a public health emergency. The
nation’s historical problems with heroin addiction became
infamous worldwide following Oscar-winning director
Danny Boyle’s 1996 hit film “Trainspotting”.

More than two decades on, the drug death rates are
being fuelled by a so-called Trainspotting generation, who
began predominantly using heroin in the 1980s and 1990s.
“There’s a generation of people who’ve been using drugs
for so long,” said David Brockett, a manager at Phoenix
Futures, the charity running the rehab clinic. “Their health
issues are so severe that if they currently keep using, a
large minority of them are going to end up dying through a
drug-related death.”

‘They’re using everything’
The annual drug death statistics released in July by the

Scottish records office show that multiple substance abuse
is to blame in the vast majority of victims’ cases. Heroin
and synthetic opioids like methadone, codeine and oxy-
codone were involved in 86 percent of the 2018 fatalities.
“Street valium” depressants-benzodiazepines also known
as “benzos” sold on the streets in bulk for as little as 15
pence a pill-were also found in two-thirds of cases.

The dangers are compounded by opioid users in
Glasgow also increasingly injecting cocaine sold in small
quantities as the best way of getting a quick high, height-
ening the risks of lethal overdoses and needle sharing.
Deaths involving cocaine have increased 658 percent in
Scotland since 2008 — more than any other drug-while
Glasgow has seen Britain’s worst outbreak of HIV in
decades, city health officials say. 

Some 156 new cases have been recorded since 2015.
Jim Thomson, a former heroin addict turned outreach
worker for the Simon Community Scotland charity, said
addicts were mixing methadone, heroin, street valium and
cocaine. “They’re using everything possible to take their
head away from how they’re feeling,” he said, while hand-
ing out clean needles to addicts begging on the streets.

Radical approaches 
Many in Glasgow blame the British government’s aus-

terity program for cutting funding to services. Brockett
noted that the number of residential rehab centers now
available to addicts through local authority funding had
fallen from four to two, with the total number of beds
available dropping from 52 to 30, in recent years. 

Phoenix Futures’ six-month program has also been cut
to 13 weeks due to funding shortfalls. The Scottish govern-
ment, which has devolved powers over health and social
services as well as policing, has responded to shock at the
latest drug death rates by creating a taskforce to find solu-
tions. Glasgow officials are set to open a pioneering drug
treatment centre offering medical-grade heroin adminis-
tered under strict medical supervision. “Brave and innova-
tive treatments like these are vital to reduce the death toll,”
said Mhairi Hunter, a city councilor in charge of health.

Others want more wholesale reform of Scottish drugs
policy. “We need to move away from the criminality that’s
attached to drug use,” said Roseanne McLuskie, an asso-
ciate director at Addaction, a Britain-wide charity, which
assists around 600 Glasgow addicts with everything
from housing to mental health needs. More investment is
key, says Thomson, who speaks of a “vicious circle” of
addiction and social problems. “We’ve not got the places
to put them to go and get clean and find a better way of
life,” he said. — AFP 

Drug addict Michael injects cocaine into a vein in his leg in a small wooded area used by addicts to take drugs near Glasgow city centre, Scotland. — AFP 

Drug deaths spiral in Scotland

On the front
lines of climate
change 

Icebergs float liked doomed islands
past the small boat as it makes its
way through a fjord filled with the

slush of a melting glacier. Occasionally,
as the warming waters dissolve the bot-
tom of one of the icebergs, it becomes
top-heavy and does a somersault, as if it
were playing instead of dying. The
Wahlenberg glacier above the fjord nat-
urally calves, sheering off icebergs into
the water. But here it is happening at an
increasing rate because of warming
waters, says Kim Holmen, the interna-
tional director of the Norwegian Polar
Institute.

Holmen, wearing a woollen hat with a
hot-pink pom-pom against the chill of an
Arctic summer day, has lived in the
northern Norwegian archipelago of
Svalbard for three decades. He describes
the changes he’s seen as “profound, large
and rapid.”

“We are losing the Svalbard we know.
We are losing the Arctic as we know it
because of climate change,” he says
amid the constant crackle and trickle of
the ice dissolving. “This is a forewarning
of all the hardship and problems that will
spread around the planet.”

Since 1970, average annual tempera-
tures have risen by 4 degrees Celsius in
Svalbard, with winter temperatures ris-
ing more than 7 degrees, according to a
report released by the Norwegian
Centre for Climate Services in February.
The “Climate in Svalbard 2100” report
also warns that the annual mean air tem-
perature in Svalbard is projected to
increase by 7 to 10 degrees Celsius by
the end of this century.

Since 1979, the Arctic sea ice extent
has declined by nearly 12% per decade,
with the most pronounced winter reduc-
tion in the Svalbard and Barents Sea

area. That’s not good news for Svalbard’s
main town, Longyearbyen. With a popu-
lation of slightly more than 2,000 people,
it is the northernmost town on the planet.
It is also the fastest-warming.

A graveyard in harm’s way
Rows of simple white wooden crosses

cling to a hillside over Longyearbyen, a
sparse cemetery that appears vulnerable
even on a sunny day in August. Ivar
Smedsroed is the summer vicar at
Svalbard Church, a red wooden building
with white trim and a weathervane-
topped bell tower. Inside the Lutheran
house of worship, which claims to be the
world’s northernmost church, stained
glass paints the snow-topped mountains
nearby in a pastel hue.

The pastor has only been here for the
summer, but in that short time he has
already learned of people’s fears about
the effects of a rapidly changing climate.
One such effect is a thawing of the per-
mafrost beneath his feet at the grave-
yard, which he calls “a place of memo-
ries, a place of remembrance.”

“As the permafrost thaws, things that
are in the ground tend to be pulled up,”
Smedsroed says matter-of-factly as he
sits on the ground near the graves. “That
is happening more or less all of the time,
so we might see that the graves literally
come up, the coffins.” There has been
talk of relocating the graveyard after a
landslide missed wiping it out by meters
in October 2016. Nearly three years lat-
er, slabs of rock form a slash in the land-
scape just beyond the graves.

“Because of climate change and the
difference that makes to the soil and the
ground, some of the graves that we see
behind us might end up actually sliding
into the road,” says Smedsroed, whose
gray hair matches the woolen sweater
beneath his white collar. “Or the next
thing that we could see is that they might
all be covered in the next big landslide
coming down the hill.”

Thawing permafrost isn’t  just a
problem for the dead: It has caused
problems for current residents of
Longyearbyen too. — Reuters

One-armed addict Michael arrives at
a derelict scrap of land near
Glasgow city centre littered with

used syringes and other drug detritus to
inject cocaine. He is helped by a fellow
user, Bryan, who quickly mixes the white
powder with distilled water in a small
spoon and draws the liquid up into two
needles. Moments later, the pair, barely
hidden in the wasteland site, drop their
trousers and shoot the narcotic-laced fluid
into their leg veins.

Bryan, an addict since the age of 16, licks
the tip of his needle to get every last drop.
“It’s from just living on the street constantly
- (it’s) just readily available,” Michael, 42,
said, of his chronic cocaine habit, noting it
was also currently easing the pain from a
severe abscess on his ankle. “I started out
with heroin but I’m on a methadone pro-
gram so I don’t touch heroin anymore,” the
gaunt and emaciated addict added, in his
thick Glaswegian accent.

The pair, identified only by their first
names, are examples of worsening drug mis-
use across Scotland, where drug-related
death rates are now the highest in the
European Union, according to the National
Records of Scotland office. The statistics
released in July show a record 1,187 such
fatalities last year - up 27 percent on 2017 -
with heroin, the synthetic substitute
methadone, other opioids and depressants
most commonly involved. Cocaine was
implicated in nearly a quarter of the deaths,
while a third of the nationwide total
occurred in Glasgow and surrounding areas.

‘Go into a coma’ 
The average age of those dying was 42

- placing Michael in a particularly at-risk
category. “Most of the people I grew up
with are dead, through heroin and
cocaine,” he said, while begging near one
of Glasgow’s busiest shopping centers. He
also blamed the spike in deaths on street
valium - thought to contain benzodi-
azepines like the potent Etizolam, but often
simply a “cocktail of everything” - which is

increasingly rife.  “People take like 30 of
them for a tenner (£10, 11 euros, $12), go to
sleep and go into a coma and die,” Michael
said. He added that he had resisted the so-
called “street benzos” after seeing their
“Jekyll and Hyde” effect. “A good friend of
mine hit me with a bottle one night, gave
me six staples in my head and the next day
couldn’t remember doing it,” he recounted.

‘Not enough money’ 
Raised in Pollok, a historically deprived

neighborhood in south Glasgow, Michael
became homeless at 14. A year later, he was
electrocuted by a power pylon while “mess-
ing around” on railway tracks and lost his
right arm. With a spiraling substance abuse
problem that eventually led to a heroin addic-
tion, he went on to father five children from
two relationships. But he is estranged from
them now and has spent much of his adult life
on the streets. “You end up clean and then
you fall back,” he said, of his constant relaps-
es, noting it was getting increasingly harder to
get support in an era of government austerity.
“There’s not enough money for the addiction
services, they’re shutting too many rehabilita-
tion centers down”. — AFP

A picture shows discarded drug para-
phenallia in a small wooded area used by
addicts to take drugs near Glasgow city
centre, Scotland. — AFP 

‘You fall back’: Life inside
Scotland’s drug death crisis


